October 26, 2011

Linda Smith, ASLA
Director, Facilities Management
Delta State University
1417 Maple Street
Cleveland, MS 38733
Reference:

FINAL REPORT
Building Structural Evaluation
George Walker Natatorium
Delta State University — Cleveland Campus
JEI Job No: 2011-229

Dear Mrs. Smith:
On Tuesday, August 27, 2011, at your request and in your presence, a visual structural
evaluation was conducted on the referenced building. The purpose of the survey was
to examine the natatorium for damage, assess the degree of damage present, and
offer general recommendations as needed. We understand there are issues regarding
excessive leakage from the enclosed pool and the university is concerned with the
overall condition of the building.
Due to the potential subsurface issues, Pritchard Engineering Inc. was retained to
perform borings and soil testing at interior and exterior locations. A copy of their soil
report is attached as part of this report.

OBSERVATIONS:
The natatorium structure is a single story prefabricated metal building constructed over
a slab-on-grade foundation system. The building faces Leflore Circle to the east.
Overall building dimensions were measured to be approximately 105 feet long by 60
feet wide. Discussions with you and Ronnie Mayers, Aquatics Director, indicated that the
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original natatorium and pool were built in 1969. The structure is surrounded by concrete
pads on the south and west sides. Dressing rooms constructed of load bearing
concrete masonry and brick veneer were located along the natatorium’s front (east
wall). The overall footprint of the enclosed areas was approximately 60 feet long by 20
feet wide.
A small prefabricated metal building addition approximately 20 feet wide was
constructed on the north side in 1985. This addition extends the length of the original
natatorium and is adjacent to the Wyatt Gymnasium/Fitness Center.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

Figure 1 shows the front of the 1969 natatorium structure (white siding), the 1985
addition (yellow siding), and the front dressing room enclosure. Figure 2 shows the
front of the addition constructed on the north side of the original natatorium.

Exterior observations at the pool area found slight to moderate deterioration/rust of the
metal siding around the perimeter. The deterioration was limited to the bottom of the
siding in direct contact with the concrete. Numerous separations were present in the
surrounding concrete. Water seepage from a separation west of the rear wall was
observed. Addition observations found several separations in the brick veneer along
the front area. A hairline diagonal separation was located beneath the concession
window near the southeast corner. Horizontal and diagonal separations approximately
1/2 inch wide were present around the front entry doors. Sloping mortar lines were
discovered around the entryway as well. A horizontal separation in the veneer was
observed near the northeast corner.
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FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the separations in the brick veneer around the front entry
doors.

Interior observations taken around the pool area found 5 bays of framing with steel
support frames spaced at about 21 feet on center. The frames supported roof purlins
spaced at approximately 5 feet on center. The baseplates and bottom of the columns
were encased with concrete and a steel cover plate. Moderate to severe deterioration
of the outer plate was observed at several columns. Examination of the roof purlins
found deterioration ranging from moderate to severe in nature. However, the
damaged purlins were limited to those directly under translucent roof panels. The
remaining purlins away from the roof panels appeared to be undamaged with only
minor surface rust/deterioration. Examination of the north addition found comparable
but less severe deterioration of the roof purlins around translucent panels.
Interior observations taken in the front dressing rooms found numerous separations in the
concrete masonry walls. The front (east) exterior wall contained separations generally
ranging from about 1/8 to 3/8 inch wide. Similar but less severe separations were
common in the front lobby and adjacent office.
Interior examination of the buildings adjacent to the natatorium found no significant
structural damage. A few diagonal separations were visible in the concrete masonry
walls of the fitness center, north of the pool building.
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FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8

Figure 5 shows the primary frames and roof purlins above the swimming pool. Figure
6 shows severe deterioration to the steel cover plate around a column base. Figure
7 illustrates the purlin deterioration at the light panels. Figure 8 shows the north
addition roof framing.

Soil borings were attempted at each corner of the pool and at two locations around
the rear of the building. Several borings were limited in depth and were terminated
due to debris and obstructions. Reportedly, the present pool structure and building
were constructed over an older pool foundation. The two borings at the pool’s west
end extended approximately 15 feet while the two east borings were terminated at
about 3 to 4 feet due to obstructions. However, all interior borings found weak and
saturated soil conditions around the pool. The two exterior corings were aborted due to
interference from multiple concrete layers. Please see the attached subsurface
evaluation for boring locations, field logs, and laboratory data.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Obviously, the building has a history of structural issues, some of which are unrelated to
the leaking pool and associated poor soil conditions. Deterioration of the columns,
baseplates, and roof purlins has been ongoing for some time. The saturated soil
conditions caused by the pool leak have compromised the building foundation.
Without addressing the soil problems, building conditions will only worsen. Additionally,
the present soil conditions may threaten the foundation of adjacent buildings.
The condition of the columns and baseplates is cause for concern. The concrete
encasements are not original and their installation was likely prompted by long term
deterioration/rust of the previously exposed baseplates. It is probable that the original
baseplates, anchor bolts, and lower column sections have experienced further
deterioration. Since the column bases are hidden, the extent of structural damage is
unknown and warrants further investigation.
The numerous separations in the brick veneer and concrete masonry are the result of
differential foundation movement along the front of the building. The degree of
damage would be considered moderate to severe in nature, depending on location.
The movement that has occurred has not affected the overall stability of the structure.
However, the movement can be expected to continue without proper foundation
repair. This could involve installing helical piers around the perimeter followed by raising
the foundation to its original position. We anticipate that repair will be required along
much of the front (east) exterior wall. This will be followed by pressure grouting
underneath the perimeter grade beam and portions of the interior slab to fill in any void
spaces created by the lifting procedure.
The first step to correcting the inundated soil conditions is the removal of the leak
source. The pool would have to be properly repaired and resealed to prevent further
water infiltration into the surrounding soil. Unfortunately, due to the building layout and
surrounding concrete pads, attempts to improve the underlying soil will be difficult. As
indicated in the geotechnical report, soil stabilization methods would be an extreme risk
due to the potential adverse affect on surrounding buildings, storm drains, and existing
utilities. Therefore, removing much of the concrete deck (both layers) surrounding the
pool and isolated removal of the perimeter pads/sidewalks would be anticipated.
Significant remedial efforts are necessary, based on numerous structural deficiencies
and the underlying soil conditions. Unfortunately, the building rehabilitation, foundation
repairs, and soil stabilization will be substantial, both in scope of size and cost.
Considerable demolition and reconstruction of concrete surfaces, building components,
and interior and exterior finishes would be involved. Based on the complexities, it would
be prudent for the university to consider the cost of repairs and the expected building’s
usefulness in light of other ongoing, long-term planning. Removing the building from the
site might be the best course of action. Clearly, to avoid further damages to adjacent
structures and to mitigate poor soil conditions, the natatorium will have to either be
demolished or undergo extensive rehabilitation.
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This visual structural evaluation has been conducted according to standard professional
practice. The visual examination and report are limited to those areas readily visible
during the site visit. No attempt has been made to determine if any hidden defects or
deficiencies are present in this structure. Further study would be required to determine
and evaluate any hidden defects or deficiencies which might be present. We warrant
that the findings, recommendations, and professional advice contained herein have
been made after being prepared in accordance with generally accepted professional
engineering practice in the field of structural engineering. In no way does this report
state any guarantees regarding future structural or foundation movement, mold/mildew
growth, or latent conditions. This report should be viewed only as an assessment of the
current condition on August 27, 2011. No other warranties are implied or expressed. This
structural evaluation letter does not create any right or benefits for parties other than
Jenkins Engineering, Inc. and Delta State University. Parties other than the
aforementioned should contact the structural engineer’s office with questions and/or
additional requests. Should conditions contrary to those stated be encountered
or expected, we respectively request an opportunity to re-evaluate our
recommendations based on such information.
We appreciate this opportunity to provide structural engineering services to Delta State
University. Should you have any questions or if we can be of further service to you,
please feel free to call us.
Sincerely,
Jenkins Engineering, Inc.
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Jeremy South, PE
MS Reg No 17416
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Mark Watson, PE, SECB, CBIE
MS Reg No 13616
(Certified Building Inspection Engineer)
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